DIALOGUE ON DIVERSITY
Three Decades of Service to America’s Diverse Communities

Project 2020: DIALOGUE ON DIVERSITY’s Third Decade
Is concluded. The programs that lie ahead in the
The opening year of its Fourth —

February 20th, 2020  THE INTERNET, PRIVACY, THE FUTURE OF DATA

Shields of Privacy in an All-Seeing Tech Environment  IoT and AI: New Theaters in the
Privacy Wars  The Evolving Internet — from National Security to Private Correspondence
To an All-Embracing Commerce  Studies in the STEM sciences, Plus Arts: STEAM!
Masters of Surveillance: from the Government to the Assistant Principal
Privacy: The Elemental Need, the Ever Elusive Definition

April 24th, 2020  PUBLIC POLICY: THE MARCH OF WOMEN’S HISTORY

Women’s Entrepreneurship, the STEAM toolbox: Avatars of the Eternal Feminine
Immigration and Refugees: America as haven, “Melting Pot”, and Productive Engine
Emergence from the Chrysalis — Human Capital and an Unfolding Prosperity
The Defacement in Paradise: Domestic Violence, the Scars of Human Trafficking
Gender: Theme and Variations — Our Friends at Casa Ruby

June 27th, 2020  HEALTH CARE — MICRO AND MACRO

The Law and Institutional Inertia  The Insurance Colossi in 2030?
Cure, Prevention — and the Emerging Goal of Wellness
Some are More Equal than Others — the Shapes of Social Justice
Precision Medicine and the Economics of Research


The House that Migrants Built  Education of the Entrepreneur —
The regimen of STEM-STEAM — the Mysteries Dispelled
The Genius of Business Plans: their Content —
Finance, Techniques and Technology, The Craftsman’s Skill,
The Artist-Bookkeeper-Appointment Maker-IT Guru,
What Makes it Work — The Entrepreneur’s Aligning Power and Precision in the Team

December 7th, 2020  HOLIDAY FAIR AND CHILDREN’S GIFT COLLECTION

St. Nick and the Planet-full of Kids  Is there a Unique Spirit to the Holiday Seasons?
A Picnic Lunch,  Some Songs of the Time,  Friends, Young and Old, of Our Ever Vital Dialogues
A Gift: Bearer of Joys for Kids who Have Few
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